Anne Stringer
From: Rory [mailto:xxxxxx@yahoo.com]
Sent: 11 January 2008 14:20
To: Anne Stringer
Subject: My experiences with RSVP
Hi Anne
I put the following together to describe my experiences with RSVP:
It’s surprising in today’s society how so many of the self proclaimed modern men would not even consider
using a dating agency as a means to finding a new or suitable partner.
As someone who has tried most things from chatting up ladies in the supermarket to the old pub/night club
approach and even Internet dating let me tell you when you get to my age (40 by the way) and with 2
marriages under your belt you have to start wondering that there surely must be a better way?
Well yes there is. RSVP, an introduction agency I had been a member of some 8 years previously, just
happened to be playing an advert on the radio and this prompted me into thinking why not give it a go?
I had joined as a gold member to RSVP when I first moved to Northampton however I met someone in a
club before I had much chance to meet any female members and simply put my membership on hold.
When I called RSVP they were true to their promise and even though it was around eight years ago when
I was first a member they were not expecting me to pay a joining fee again.
I’m a firm believer in value for money and you simply get what you pay for in this life also I don’t do things
by half therefore I enquired about platinum membership.
I arranged to pop along to the office for an informal meet & greet and was met by Anne (the boss) I was
quite surprised that there was now a new owner of the business and Anne explained to me how it all
works. I filled out a simple form with a few questions about me and a few questions on the sort of person I
was looking for and that was it my own personal dating assistant would do the rest!
As a platinum member Anne would work closely with me on finding my ideal partner it all seemed a little to
good to be true or far too easy a bit like righting a shopping list of requirements or ordering a custom made
item and waiting for the finished product to arrive.
Imagine having your own PA just for your dating life how cool! Sit back wait for a profile to arrive in your
inbox if you like the sound of them give them a ring and arrange to meet up .If the profile doesn’t quite
sound like what your looking for simply give your dating PA the feedback and you will receive another
closer matched profile.
The bottom line is it simply works, during my short time with RSVP I have been on some fun dates met
some great people at dinner parties and done some things I would of otherwise not have done and to top
it all off I have met someone fantastic too!
I cannot urge anyone enough who may be thinking of using a service like this to join RSVP, if you have
any doubts I would simply ask yourself these questions.
Do I want to spend the next year or more going down the pub/club every week spending a fortune ? On
the off chance the girl my dreams just happens to be there and would even want to talk to me?
How many times have you seen someone you think is giving you the eye only to pluck up the courage to
approach them and find out they are attached/not interested ?
If you are serious about meeting someone special join RSVP if you have an experience anywhere near as
good as mine you wont be disappointed.
To Anne and all the staff
Many many thanks
Rory xx

